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Chapter 1

Preface

This manual holds information about all new server processes needed for the message broadcasting
features (original name: SO #263 Sonera MultiFax Migration).

The main tasks of the Message Broadcasting Server processes are:
• Creating broadcast jobs
• Finding distribution list information in message broadcasting cover sheets
• Creating notifications for broadcast jobs (job start, job end, job error)
• Triggering send retries
• Distributing emails received via TC/LINK-SM
• Maintaining a lookup table used to find the TCOSS home servers for message broadcasting users

Important The Kofax Communication Server and its components formerly used the name
TOPCALL. Some screen shots and texts in this manual may still use the former name.
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Chapter 2

Structure of the Product

All message broadcasting server processes consist of a common executable file TCRESOLVE.EXE and a
configurable DLL.

TCRESOLVE.EXE polls a TCOSS queue for send orders. Every send order is handed over to the DLL
(configurable in registry) for processing. Afterwards, TCRESOLVE.EXE terminates the original send order,
or sets it to status “at next node”. This means that the functionality of the process depends on the DLL.

At the moment, the specific DLL used for message processing can be one of the following:
• TCRESMF.DLL (creating broadcast jobs)
• TCOCRMF.DLL (evaluating broadcast cover sheets)
• TCNOTIF.DLL (creating broadcast notifications and send retries)
• TCROUTE.DLL (routing email messages, maintaining lookup table)

In this document, the name of the DLL is used as the name of the server process (TCRESMF, TCOCRMF,
TCNOTIF, TCROUTE).

Queues
The Message Broadcasting Server processes use the following TCOSS queues:
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RESOLVE Queue
All message broadcasting job requests (received via fax, email or via any other link type) are routed to this
queue. This may be done via special link map files, rr99, an operator in TCFW or by TCOCRMF.

The RESOLVE queue is polled by TCRESMF.

Every TCOSS instance that may receive job requests must have a RESOLVE queue that is polled by an
instance of TCRESMF.

INTERCEPT Queue
This queue holds job requests that must be processed by an operator.

Several server modules may post messages to this queue: Job requests needing manual correction are
posted by TCRESMF and TCOCRMF, job resend requests are posted by TCNOTIF.

The INTERCEPT queue is polled by TCFW (Intercept window), the messages must be processed by an
operator.

OCRMF Queue
This queue is needed for job requests via message broadcasting cover sheets. Incoming faxes without
DTMF information are routed to this queue via rr99 and channel configuration.

The OCRMF queue is polled by TCOCRMF.

NOTIF Queue
This queue is written by TCOSS event handling (job start, job end, job cancel) and by TCRESMF (error
events).

The NOTIF queue is polled by TCNOTIF.

ROUTE Queue
This queue is only needed if messages received via TC/LINK-SM must be distributed to several TCOSS
instances.

A central instance of TC/LINK-SM forwards incoming emails to this queue. The queue is polled by
TCROUTE.

Broadcasting Message Flow
General Message Flow

A job is triggered by a job request (incoming fax or email). The job request is evaluated and validated.
This may involve several applications and intermediate messages, especially if OCR cover sheet
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detection or manual correction (Intercept workplace) is needed. It may be necessary to forward the job
request to another TCOSS instance, if the local TCOSS instance does not hold the user profile of the job
request originator.

Finally, the real job (mass send order) is created and the message is sent to its real recipients. The job
send orders can be monitored in the TCFW Job Monitoring window.

When all job send orders have been terminated, a job end notification is returned to the originator. If
the job included unsuccessful send orders that were not cancelled by an operator, their recipients are
collected into a temporary distribution list, and a job retry request referencing this distribution list is sent to
the Intercept queue. This means that jobs are retried until all recipients have been reached or until the job
is cancelled by an operator. For every job retry, a job start and job end notification is created.

This resend feature can be disabled by a flag in the Message Broadcasting user’s profile.

For simplicity, the message flow diagrams below do not contain job retries and forwarding to remote
TCOSS instances.

Job request

The original send order triggering the job is kept at state “at next node” until the job is either completely
over (including job retries) or is cancelled by an operator. All intermediate messages and all job send
orders contain a reference to the job request (TS_CORREL_1: TS_TC_MSG_ID, TS_CORREL_2:
INT_CIF_ID + INT_CIF_NR). Thus, the job request can be viewed from the Job Monitoring folder.

The job request send order is terminated by TCNOTIF.

Message in Intercept queue

The Intercept queue contains job requests that must be controlled by an operator. These may be new job
requests with invalid or missing parameters, or job retries. Messages are posted to the Intercept queue by
several server applications (TCRESMF, TCOCRMF, TCNOTIF). Although the message syntax is the same
as a job request, the message is an intermediate message, not the original job request.

Message content:

Originator = NOTIF queue

Originator freetext: real originator of the job request (full name, service, number)

Recipient = INTERCEPT queue + destination address including user ID and distribution list numbers
(SMTP or DTMF syntax)

Recipient TS_CORREL_1: TS_TC_MSG_ID of original job request

Recipient TS_CORREL_2: INT_CIF_ID, INT_CIF_NR (2 * 8 hex digits) of original job request
Recipient TS_CORREL_3: name of temporary DL (for resend)

TS_CORREL_2 – originator of the job request (set by TCRESMF or TCOCRMF). When the job has been
submitted via FAX, then it contains the fax number of the caller.

TS_LAST_MDA_ACTION: Contains the reason why the request is sent to the Intercept queue
(e.g. “Job Retry”, “Duplicate sending suspected”, “Invalid address”, …)
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Additional content for job retries:

TS_ENV_NAME_POSTED: For job retries, this field contains the job id of the original job. Otherwise, it is
“-----”.

First text block:

The first element in the message body is a text block listing the send orders that failed in the previous
send attempt. This information can be used to look up and correct addresses in the temporary distribution
list (and also in the real DL). There is 1 line per recipient, containing the destination address and the error
reason.

The operator must remove this text block before posting the job to the Resolve queue.

Distribution lists:

With job retries, the recipient address refers to a temporary distribution list (INT_STATUS =
TEMPORARY_DL, distribution list id starts with ‘T’).

Correcting a job request:

When correcting a job request, the operator can modify the destination address and the content of the
request.

The destination address must use the RESOLVE queue instead of the INTERCEPT queue. The rest of the
address must be in SMTP or DTMF syntax, specifying at least the user id and 1 distribution list.

The operator can correct end recipient addresses in the distribution lists.

Canceling a job request:

The operator can cancel the job request in the Intercept queue. As the message originator is the NOTIF
queue, a non-delivery notification event is created for the NOTIF user. This event message is picked up by
TCNOTIF and is used to terminate the original job request and any temporary distribution list involved in
the job.

Job send order

The real job send orders are visible in the TCFW Job Monitoring folder. They contain the following
references:

Recipient TS_CORREL_1: TS_TC_MSG_ID of original job request

Recipient TS_CORREL_2: INT_CIF_ID, INT_CIF_NR of original job request

TS_ENV_NAME_POSTED: Job id of original job (for job retries only)
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Job Request via Email

1. Customer posts a job via email.

2. The email is routed to the RESOLVE queue (R ) via a custom TC/LINK map file.

3. TCRESMF picks up the email from the RESOLVE queue. Validation and distribution list resolution is
done.

4. TCRESMF creates the job send orders (to multiple fax numbers) and sets the original email message
to status AT NEXT NODE.

5. The fax module processes the individual send orders of the job.

6. TCOSS creates a job start event. According to the user profile settings, the job start event is sent to
the NOTIF queue (N ).

7. TCNOTIF picks up the event message, and creates the real job start notification (including statistic
data).

8. TCNOTIF posts the job start notification to TCOSS and terminates the job start event.

9. The job start notification is sent out via TC/LINK.

10. When all job send orders have been terminated, TCOSS creates a job end event. The job end event
is sent to the NOTIF queue (N ).
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11. TCNOTIF picks up the event message and creates the real job end notification (including statistic
data).

12. TCNOTIF posts the job end notification to TCOSS and terminates the job end event. The original job
request is terminated also.

13. The job end notification is sent out via TC/LINK.

Job Request via Fax (DTMF)

1. Customer posts a job via fax, specifying recipient DLs via DTMF input.

2. The fax is routed to the RESOLVE queue (R ) via fax channel configuration.

3. TCRESMF picks up the email from the RESOLVE queue. Validation and distribution list resolution is
done.

4. TCRESMF creates the job send orders (to multiple fax numbers) and sets the original fax message
to status AT NEXT NODE.

5. The fax module processes the individual send orders of the job.

6. TCOSS creates a job start event. According to the user profile settings, the job start event is sent to
the NOTIF queue (N ).

7. TCNOTIF picks up the event message, and creates the real job start notification (including statistic
data).
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8. TCNOTIF posts the job start notification to TCOSS and terminates the job start event.

9. The job start notification is sent out, e.g. via fax.

10. When all job send orders have been terminated, TCOSS creates a job end event. The job end event
is sent to the NOTIF queue (N ).

11. TCNOTIF picks up the event message and creates the real job end notification (including statistic
data).

12. TCNOTIF posts the job end notification to TCOSS and terminates the job end event. The original job
request (fax message) is terminated also.

13. The job end notification is sent out, e.g. via fax.

Job Request via Fax (OCR Cover Sheet)

1. Customer posts a job via fax, specifying recipient DLs on cover sheet.

2. The fax is routed to the OCRMF queue (R ) via fax channel configuration or rr99.

3. TCOCRMF picks up the message from the OCRMF queue (O ). A third party OCR system is used to
recognize the cover sheet data.

4. TCOCRMF creates fax with error notification when OCR recognition fails

5. TCOCRMF forwards the message (including data from OCR recognition) to the RESOLVE queue, -
and sets the original fax message to status AT NEXT NODE.
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6. TCRESMF picks up the message from the RESOLVE queue (R ).

7. TCRESMF performs validation and distribution list resolution.

8. TCRESMF creates the job send orders (to multiple fax numbers) and terminates the original email
message.

9. The fax module processes the individual send orders of the job.

10. TCOSS creates a job start event. According to the user profile settings, the job start event is sent to
the NOTIF queue (N ).

11. TCNOTIF picks up the event message, and creates the real job start notification (including statistic
data).

12. TCNOTIF posts the job start notification to TCOSS and terminates the job start event.

13. The job start notification is sent out, e.g. via fax.

14. When all job send orders have been terminated, TCOSS creates a job end event. The job end event
is sent to the NOTIF queue (N ).

15. TCNOTIF picks up the event message and creates the real job end notification (including statistic
data).

16. TCNOTIF posts the job end notification to TCOSS and terminates the job end event. The original fax
message is terminated also.

17. The job end notification is sent out, e.g. via fax.
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Job Request via Plain Fax

1. Customer posts a job via fax (no cover sheet, no DTMF input)

2. The fax is routed to the OCRMF queue (O ) via fax channel configuration or rr99.

3. TCOCRMF picks up the message from the OCRMF queue (O ). A third party OCR system is used to
recognize the cover sheet data.

4. As no cover sheet information can be retrieved, TCOCRMF forwards the message to the
INTERCEPT queue, - and sets the original fax message to status AT NEXT NODE. If configured,
TCOCRMF creates a Fax with error notification.

5. An operator using the TCFW Job Status window opens the message.

6. The operator corrects the job (inserts user ID, DL numbers etc).

7. The operator forwards the corrected message to the RESOLVE queue, the intermediate message in
the INTERCEPT queue is terminated.

8. TCRESMF picks up the message from the RESOLVE queue (R ).

9. TCRESMF performs validation and distribution list resolution.
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10. TCRESMF creates the job send orders (to multiple fax numbers), the intermediate message in the
RESOLVE queue is terminated.

11. The fax module processes the individual send orders of the job.

12. TCOSS creates a job start event. According to the user profile settings, the job start event is sent to
the NOTIF queue (N ).

13. TCNOTIF picks up the event message, and creates the real job start notification (including statistic
data).

14. TCNOTIF posts the job start notification to TCOSS and terminates the job start event.

15. The job start notification is sent out, e.g. via fax.

16. When all job send orders have been terminated, TCOSS creates a job end event. The job end event
is sent to the NOTIF queue (N ).

17. TCNOTIF picks up the event message and creates the real job end notification (including statistic
data).

18. TCNOTIF posts the job end notification to TCOSS and terminates the job end event. The original fax
message is terminated also.

19. The job end notification is sent out, e.g. via fax.
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Error Handling via Error Notification

1. Customer posts a job via fax, specifying recipient DLs via DTMF input.

2. The fax is routed to the RESOLVE queue (R ) via fax channel configuration.

3. TCRESMF picks up the email from the RESOLVE queue. Validation and distribution list resolution is
done. Validation fails, e.g. wrong distribution list numbers specified.

4. TCRESMF sends a message to the NOTIF queue and sets the original fax message to status AT
NEXT NODE.

5. TCNOTIF picks up the message,

6. creates the real job error notification.

7. TCNOTIF posts the job error notification to TCOSS and terminates the message in the NOTIF
queue. The original fax message is terminated also.

8. The job error notification is sent out, e.g. via fax.
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Error Handling via Intercepting

1. Customer posts a job via fax, specifying recipient DLs via DTMF input.

2. The fax is routed to the RESOLVE queue (R ) via fax channel configuration.

3. TCRESMF picks up the email from the RESOLVE queue. Validation and distribution list resolution is
done. Validation fails, e.g. wrong distribution list numbers.

4. TCRESMF forwards the message to the INTERCEPT queue and sets the message in the RESOLVE
queue to status AT NEXT NODE.

5. An operator picks up the message from the INTERCEPT queue.

6. The operator corrects the job request.

7. The operator posts the corrected job request to the RESOLVE queue, the message in the
INTERCEPT queue is terminated negatively.

8. TCRESMF picks up message from RESOLVE queue.

9. Validation and distribution list resolution succeeds.
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10. TCRESMF creates the job send orders (to multiple fax numbers) and terminates the original fax
message.

11. The fax module processes the individual send orders of the job.

12. TCOSS creates a job start event. According to the user profile settings, the job start event is sent to
the NOTIF queue (N ).

13. TCNOTIF picks up the event message, and creates the real job start notification (including statistic
data).

14. TCNOTIF posts the job start notification to TCOSS and terminates the job start event.

15. The job start notification is sent out, e.g. via fax.

16. When all job send orders have been terminated, TCOSS creates a job end event. The job end event
is sent to the NOTIF queue (N ).

17. TCNOTIF picks up the event message and creates the real job end notification (including statistic
data).

18. TCNOTIF posts the job end notification to TCOSS and terminates the job end event. The original fax
message is terminated also.

19. The job end notification is sent out, e.g. via fax.
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Chapter 3

Functionality

This section describes the functionality of TC/Broadcast.

Restrictions
This section describes the restrictions of TC/Broadcast.

System Address Book Distribution Lists Not Supported
Distribution lists stored in the system address book cannot be used with TC/Broadcast. Therefore, the TC/
Broadcast properties in the TCfW and TC/Web are disabled and info will be displayed.

Maximum Number of Recipients per Job
TC/Broadcast supports a maximum of 30000 recipients per job.

The server applications TCRESMF and TCNOTIF (see below) can only handle 30000 job recipients at
a single time. As these applications can be connected to several TCOSS instances at the same time,
this limit can be reached also with smaller jobs, if the number of recipients per job is higher than 30000 /
<number of TCOSS instances polled>.

For ASP installations with big distribution lists, it is therefore recommended to use dedicated TCRESMF
and TCNOTIF instances for every TCOSS instance.

UTF-8 TCOSS Restrictions (TCRESMF, TCNOTIF, TCOCRMF)
TC/Broadcast does not support UTF-8 based TCOSS instances without legacy code page.

UTF-8 based TCOSS instances with a legacy code page are supported with the following restrictions:

The product can only handle texts that are part of the local PC code page (as configured in registry value
General\CodePage).

Users with IDs that cannot displayed in the local PC code page should never be given Broadcast
permissions. TCRESMF is not able to lookup these users in the TCOSS recipient store, and therefore
discards all job requests sent by them.

Distribution lists IDs and recipient IDs must also match the local PC code page, otherwise the send orders
will fail and show up in the Problems folder (if configured).
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Common Functionality for All Modes
Queue polling on multiple TCOSS instances

TCRESOLVE.EXE can work with multiple TCOSS instances. The registry subkeys Server1, Server2,
Server3, etc. below the main process subkey hold information how to access the individual TCOSS
instances: server name, path, user id, password, name of queue to poll.

TCRESOLVE.EXE creates a thread for every TCOSS instance. The thread polls the configured TCOSS
queue for new send orders (1 send order at a time).The “open for sending” mechanism is used, so that a
message processed by 1 instance of the program is invisible for all other instances.

Every send order is passed to the configured DLL (function ProcessMessage). The DLL processes the
message, which means basically that 1 or more other send orders are created. After message processing,
the original send order’s state is changed (either terminated or AT NEXT NODE).

Scalability

TCRESOLVE.EXE can be installed multiple times (fault tolerance) on multiple machines (scalability). It is
supported on any Windows Server 2008 – 2012 compatible hardware including Storage, Link and Media
server.

Common Configuration Settings

The name of the main registry subkey depends on the run mode. Default registry keys:

Process Registry key

TCRESMF HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCRESMF

TCOCRMF HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCOCRMF

TCNOTIF HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCNOTIF

TCROUTE HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCROUTE

TCRESOLVE.EXE expects the name of the registry subkey as a command line parameter. The DLL name
is stored in the registry.

Registry key Type Default Description

TraceLevel DWORD 0 Bit field
0: trace errors only
Bit 0x80 set: trace function calls
Bit 0x100 set: trace TCSI messages

CommandLine SZ command line for TCSRV

LogonType SZ Batch

MaxTraceFiles DWORD 2 maximum number of trace files

MaxTraceFileSize DWORD 0x3e8 maximum trace file size

General\CodePage DWORD 1252 PC code page

General\Dll SZ DLL name
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Registry key Type Default Description

General\PollCycle DWORD 10 poll cycle in seconds

General\QueueIn SZ indicates which queue must be polled. One of:
QueueResolve,
QueueOcrMf,
QueueNotif,
QueueRoute

ServerX\CodePage DWORD 0 TCOSS code page

ServerX\Enabled DWORD 1 Enable flag, 1=poll server, 0 = don’t poll.

ServerX\Password SZ Password (encrypted)

ServerX\Path SZ TCOSS path

ServerX\Server SZ TCOSS instance name

ServerX\User SZ User ID

ServerX\Timeout DWORD 10 Timeout for TCRESOLVE message processing (minutes). If
TCRESOLVE takes longer than this time to change the message status,
TCOSS will resend the message.

TCTI\Transport SZ RPC TCTI transport (same for all servers)

TCRESMF (Resolve Mode)
In Resolve mode, the application processes all posted message broadcasting job requests, performs
validation and creates the job as a batch of single send orders. In case of any error, the malformed job is
forwarded to the Intercept workplace and/or an error notification is initiated.

Queues
• RESOLVE (read)
• INTERCEPT (write)
• NOTIF (write)

The application polls messages from the RESOLVE queue. Successfully resolved jobs are sent to the real
recipients. Jobs that could not be resolved can be forwarded to the INTERCEPT queue. Optionally, an
error notification is sent to the NOTIF queue.

Validation
TCRESMF interprets the syntax of addressing information being posted with jobs and retrieves data like
user ID, distribution list ID, priority or send time.

Possible errors:
• missing address information (incoming fax without message broadcasting cover sheet and DTMF)
• invalid user ID, or missing message broadcasting permission
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• invalid distribution list number
• invalid send time syntax
• additional address components that do not match the syntax

In case of an error, the error handling described below is applied.

Address Syntax Validation
The destination address of a message broadcasting job request contains the user ID of the originator, one
or more distribution list numbers, and (optionally) send options.

The address must be formatted according to one of the following syntax examples.

DTMF syntax
UUUUU[*4*PPPP][*2*1]*DDDD[*DDDD][…][*1HH]

Or
UUUUU[*4*PPPP][*2*1]*DDDD[*3*SSSSS] [*DDDD] [*3*SSSSS] […][*1HH]

U … User ID

D ... Distribution list ID (4 to 6 digits)

S … Address book ID

H … Sending time in hour of day e.g. 17 = 17:00

P … Broadcast PIN code

The separator between the address elements is the asterisk “*” character. The optional element “*2*1”
switches to high-priority sending (using the high priority as specified in the distribution lists). Any number
of distribution lists, limited only by the total length of the DTMF address (appr. 100 characters), is allowed.
The sending time specification is optional and has to be prefixed by “*1”.

The *3 syntax allows the specification of an address book for each distribution list. The *3 is available over
DTMF, but is not truly intended for DTMF as only numbers can be entered by the user. See the “Enhanced
SMTP syntax” for more details on the *3 syntax.

The user can specify his Broadcast PIN code with the prefix *4*.

Simple SMTP syntax (1 distribution list only)
#MULTIFAX/UUUUUDDDD@domain

U … User Id

D … Distribution List Id (4 digits)

Enhanced SMTP syntax (multiple distribution lists)
#MULTIFAX/UUUUU[*4*PPPP][*2*1]*DDDD[*DDDD][…][*1HH]@domain

Or
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#MULTIFAX/UUUUU[*4*PPPP][*2*1]*DDDD[*3*SSSSS] [*DDDD] [*3*SSSSS] […][*1HH]@domain

U … User ID

D ... Distribution list ID

S … Address book ID

H … Sending time in hour of day e.g. 17 = 17:00

P … Broadcast PIN code

This is a combination of the first two addressing modes, it allows to specify several distribution lists in a
job request sent via email.

Note It is also possible to specify the address book for each distribution list via the *3 syntax. For the
System address book, [+TECH] should be entered for the address book.

If the address book is not specified with the *3 syntax, then all of the address books available to the
user will be searched in the following order: Personal, Group, System. The first distribution list with the
specified ID will be used.

Note The enhanced SMTP syntax is used by TC/Web to submit jobs to TC/Resolve.

Send time and date

The send time for a Broadcast job can optionally include hours and minutes. This can be done via an
optional address element with the following syntax:
*1*1hhYYMMDD[mm]

hh … hour (2 digits)

YY … year (2 digits)

MM … month (2 digits)

DD … day (2 digits)

mm … minutes (optional, 2 digits)

Example: To send on October 1, 2007 at 13:45, specify the address element as follows:
*1*11307100145

13 … hour

07 … year
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10 … month

01… day

45 … minutes

Note No plausibility check is currently done for date and time, e.g. a value of 90 for mm is also
accepted, but may lead to unwanted results.

It is important to specify all date and time elements as 2-digit numbers; otherwise information may be
ignored or misinterpreted.

Broadcast PIN code

The PIN can be edited in TC/Web via a new text entry field called “Broadcast PIN” in the Users Identity
form. This form is reached via the main menu in TC/Web via Options>Identity. A PIN can be up to 8
characters in length. The characters can be letters or numbers. The PIN is case sensitive. If the user
wants to send via FAX DTMF, then they must use an all numeric PIN code so that it can be entered via the
numbers on a FAX machine.

When a job is submit via fax DTMF, and the user has an empty PIN code, the *4* cannot be used. The
command should simply be submit with no *4* syntax.

Explanation: Using the *4* code would result in a command string such as the following:
UUUUU*4**DDDD. The KCS fax system interprets a ** code to mean “start over”. If this string is
used, then only the numbers after the ** will be submit. In this example the correct syntax to use is
UUUUU*DDDD.

If a user does submit a ** code, the job will not succeed and no configured error notifications will be
delivered because the TC/Broadcast system does not know which user attempted to submit the job.

Originator Lookup
The originator must have a message broadcasting user profile on TCOSS; the user ID of this profile is
specified as part of the destination address (UUUUU in the above examples).

Usually, the user profile is stored on the local TCOSS instance (where the job request has been received).

Under certain conditions, TCRESMF may get a job request from a message broadcasting user whose
user profile is on another TCOSS instance. This may happen when
• the job is requested via email and all SMTP input is processed via one instance of TC/LINK-SM, or
• the job is requested via fax and all fax input goes to one telephone number, or
• certain users have two user profiles: one on a customer TCOSS (for sending email etc.) and one on

a dedicated Message Broadcasting TCOSS. In this scenario, job requests posted to the customer
TCOSS must be routed to the message broadcasting TCOSS.

As the whole message broadcasting functionality depends on information stored in the user profile
(permissions, notification settings, distribution lists), jobs can only be created on the TCOSS instance
where the user profile resides.
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If TCRESMF does not find the user profile on the local TCOSS instance, it consults a routing database to
find out where the Message Broadcasting user profile is located. This means, that it looks for a database
entry that correlates the user ID specified in the job request with a TCOSS path and login information
(usually the path of one central message broadcasting TCOSS).

TCRESMF then logs on to the correct TCOSS and forwards the job request to the RESOLVE queue on
the remote TCOSS. The original job request on the local TCOSS is terminated.

Note The lookup fails if several users with the same ID are found. That implies that e.g. the TCWEB
“Helpdesk” user cannot send jobs, because this user exists on all TCOSS instances.

If the local TCOSS instance does not hold any message broadcasting user profiles, TCRESMF must be
configured in a special way to avoid forwarding faulty job requests to a local INTERCEPT queue that is
not polled by any process. For this purpose, there is a new configuration value RerouteFallback below the
TCRESMF\ServerX registry tree.

If RerouteFallback is empty, the local INTERCEPT queue is used for error handling.

For TCOSS instances without Message Broadcasting user profiles, RerouteFallback should hold the
name of a user profile (any) on the Message Broadcasting TCOSS. In this case, TCRESMF forwards all
job requests whose user ID cannot be found to the INTERCEPT queue of the Message Broadcasting
TCOSS.
Example:
Job request from user id “12345”.
No such user on local TCOSS instance.
TCRESMF searches for “12345” in routing database:  user profile “12345” not found.
RerouteFallback contains the value “11111”.
TCRESMF searches for “11111” in the routing database: user profile found.
Message is forwarded to INTERCEPT queue on TCOSS where user “11111” resides.

In case of other errors (e.g. failure to log on to the remote TCOSS instance, failure to post the job request
there, invalid addressing syntax), the job request is terminated negatively.

The routing database is built and maintained by the server module TCROUTE.

Configuration for accessing the routing database:

The ADO connection string for accessing the database must be stored in registry key HKLM\Software
\Topcall\TCINST\ConnectionString.

If this registry value is empty, no lookup is done.

KCS Setup uses an MS Access database, with the following connection string:
PROVIDER=MICROSOFT.JET.OLEDB.4.0;DATA SOURCE=C:\TOPCALL\SHARED\LOOKUP\ LOOKUP.MDB

For an SQL server based database, the connection string specifies the SQLOLEDB provider and holds
information about the SQL user credentials, the database (Initial Catalog) and the SQL server (Data
Source), for example:
“Provider=SQLOLEDB.1;User ID=user1;Password=pwd;Initial Catalog=LOOKUPDB;Data
 Source=SQLSERVER1”

Cache Directory
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The underlying software uses a cache on the local hard disk to store a copy of the information read from
the database.

The purpose of the cache is:
• to make lookups faster
• to allow lookups even if the database is not accessible (e.g. while it is updated)

The cache consists of 3 XML files stored in the directory configured in registry value HKLM\Software
\Topcall\TCINST\CacheDirectory.

Filename Description

USERS.XML information from Users table

SERVERS.XML information from Servers table

DOMAINS.XML information from Domains table

The local cache is updated with information from the database, if one of the following conditions is met. At
an update, the complete information in the XML files is replaced by the contents of the database tables.

Cache updates occur:
• When searching for a user, if the cache files do not yet exist, they are created
• If the cache exists but a user cannot be found in it, the lookup database is searched. If the item can be

found in the database, the local cache is updated.

Distribution List Resolution
When TCRESMF creates a job, it consults the message broadcasting user’s TCOSS account to look up
all distribution list numbers specified in the job request. The single addresses from the distribution lists
are added to the job recipient list. During this process, identical entries (same Attention, Service and
Number) are entered only once. The distribution list numbers themselves are also part of the resulting
job’s recipient list (as inactive recipients), in order to be able to retrieve the DL numbers in a notification
later.

TC/Broadcast can send a job in response to an inbound fax or an email that specifies a username. Since
a username can be a pure numeric value, it is possible that a user could accidentally type in the wrong
username. In this case a broadcast might be sent out to a list belonging to another user.

Also, if a user knows another users userid, they could purposefully send a broadcast to the list of another
user.

Broadcast PIN
TC/Broadcast can be configured such that a user must also specify his own personal PIN code in order
to submit a broadcast job. The risk of sending to a list of another user is dramatically reduced because a
user must also specify their own PIN when sending a job via email or fax with DTMF.

The experience for a user sending a job via TC/Web or via fax with an OCR cover sheet is not changed.

How the Broadcast PIN feature functions can be customized with system registry values for the
TCRESMF process and TC/Web.
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The feature can be configured in three different ways:
• 0 = users need not supply PIN. (Default)

I
f a user supplies a PIN anyways, then the PIN must be correct or the job will fail.

• 1 = if a user's PIN is not empty, then the user must supply PIN.

If a user has an empty PIN field, then they do not need to specify the pincode.
• 2 = user must always supply PIN, a user's PIN cannot be empty.

If a user has an empty pin field, then every job they send will fail.

The registry key is HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCRESMF\General\MustSupplyPinToBroadcast

When a job fails due to a problem with the PIN, the problem will be treated like any other job resolution
problem. If Job Error Notifications are configured, then they will be sent including one of the two following
error messages:

“Broadcast PIN in message does not match users PIN.”

“User's broadcast PIN is empty.”

Send Options
Some send options are taken from the job request: priority (standard or high priority defined in distribution
list, depending on per-job priority override flag), send time.

Resolution and latest delivery time are taken from the originator’s default template.

The cost center is taken from the originator’s user profile.

The cover sheet is per default taken from the originator’s default template. But: TCRESMF can be
configured to take the cover sheet from the job request send order via registry key General\Coversheet.
By default, this key value is 0. If you change it to 1, the cover from the job request is used for the job.

Send Time

TCRESMF compares the intended send time with the current time on the TCRESMF workstation. If the
intended send time is more than 1 hour before the current time of day, the job will be sent on the next day.
Otherwise, the job is sent on the same day.

This time difference of 1 hour is a default value and can be changed via registry key General
\MaxDelayRes (DWORD). This key specifies the maximum time difference in hours.

Prerequisite: The TCRESMF workstation and the TCOSS server should have the same time zone.

If no send time is specified in the job request, a default 3 minute send timeout (configured in the registry)
is used so that the sender has a chance to cancel his job via a phone call to the xSP provider before it is
actually sent out.

It is possible to define which send options will be additionally copied from the job request. It could be done
via General\CopyOriginalSendOptionsMask (DWORD):
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Bit 0 Priority

Bit 1 Latest delivery time

Bit 2 Cost center

Bit 3 Termination flags

Bit 4 Originator company (cover variable $UComp$

Bit 5 Originator department (cover variable $UDept$

Bit 6 Originator full name (cover variable $UName$

Bit 7 Originator salutation (cover variable $USal$

Bit 8 Originator free text (cover variable $UTxt$

Note 
Bits 4 to 8 can be used to overwrite the originator fields which are normally taken from the job sender’s
user profile. Thus, information specified per job request (e.g. via TC/LINK-FI) can be inserted into the
fax cover sheet of a job send order. The cover sheet itself is normally taken from the job sender’s default
template. This can be overridden via registry key General\Coversheet (see above).

Job Posting
A job must be posted in a special way (marked as a job) in order to be visible in the Job Monitoring
window of TCFW.

Remark:

The original job request, the intermediate message created by TCOCRMF, job requests forwarded to the
INTERCEPT queue and any notifications created by TCNOTIF are NOT marked as jobs.

When posting the job, TCRESMF requests specific events: job start event and job end event. Both events
will be sent to the NOTIF queue.

Additionally, TCRESMF sets a message property that indicates to TCLINK to discard inactive recipients.
This means that the recipient does not know who else received the message. For this feature, you need
TC/LP version 2.05.08 or higher. For the following link types, this feature is only available if you set
registry key TOPCALL\FetchSingleSendOrder (DWORD) to 1:
TC/LINK-FI, TC/LINK-MQ, TC/LINK-MX, TC/LINK-GW, TC/LINK-SC, TC/LINK-X4

Reference to Original Job Request
If the send order to be resolved is the original job request, TCRESMF does not terminate it. Instead,
the send order is set to status AT NEXT NODE, and the message id (TS_TC_MSG_ID, INT_CIF_ID,
INT_CIF_NR) is stored in the correlation fields of all messages created for this job request.

Exception: Job requests that must be forwarded to remote TCOSS instances are terminated immediately.
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Option: Specify Job Recipients in CSV Attachment
As an alternative to storing distribution lists on TCOSS, the job request can contain a file attachment with
recipient information (as comma separated text). When the TCRESMF process resolves the job request, it
sends the job to the recipients from the attachment.

As with normal job requests, the user must already have a KCS user id with TC/Broadcast enabled. He
will get standard TC/Broadcast notifications.

Address syntax without distribution list IDs

If all recipients are specified in the file attachment (no distribution lists are used), the recipient address of
the job request shall not contain any DL IDs.

Examples:

DTMF syntax: 61359

SMTP syntax: #MULTIFAX/61359@domain

In the TC/WEB Job Post window, attach the “distribution list attachment” and do not select any distribution
lists.

Address syntax with distribution list IDs

It is possible to specify additional distribution lists in the usual way.

Attachments

The attachment must have a configured file extension, defined in registry key HKLM\Software\TCRESMF
\General\DLExtension (REG_SZ, default is CSV).

If the job request is sent via a link, the document converter must ignore files with this extension. This
configuration setting (HKLM\Software\Topcall\TCDCLINK\General\IgnoredExtensions) affects all links on
the same workstation, therefore it may be useful to choose an extension other than CSV.

The attachment content must be comma separated ANSI text using the PC codepage defined for
TCRESMF. Lines must be separated by <CR> <LF>. The first line (header line) holds the column names.
Column names cannot be localized.

Required columns:

Attention (max 127 characters

Service (max 32 characters)

Number (max 127 characters, can contain an answerback, separated from the real number by ‘-‘ ) ( It is
possible to specify alternative numbers. They must be separated by “|”. A number of alternative numbers
are limited to the 127 characters)
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Note The file must contain exactly these three columns. Additional columns are not allowed.

A job request may contain one or more attachments of this type. The attachments are removed from the
message before the job is created.

Priorities

Only normal priority is used.

Error handling

If the attachment cannot be interpreted (e.g. wrong format), the standard TCRESMF error handling is
used. According to user profile settings, an error notification is created or the job request is forwarded to
the Intercept queue.

The standard error reason in the job error notification will be “invalid DL attachment”, - this text can be
localized via the TCNOTIF language file.

Error Handling
If there is any error during job resolution, TCRESMF uses the error mechanism defined in the Message
Broadcasting user profile (see in detail section Normal User Profiles (Sonera: CStream / FaxPlus)):

The message is sent to an operator via the INTERCEPT queue or an error notification is triggered by
sending a special message to the NOTIF queue. It is also possible to have both actions.

When forwarding the message to the INTERCEPT queue, the NOTIF queue user is used as originator
and a non-delivery notification is requested. Thus, the NOTIF user will receive an event if the operator
cancelled the job request, and can then terminate the original job request.

If the “suspect duplicate sending” flag is set (application stopped during message processing), the
message is also treated like an erroneous message.

Performance
Resolve mode performance is estimated on min. 250 jobs/hour for a single storage server. A job is defined
as a message with average 200Kb (2 pages; either plain text, attachment or image) and one or more
distribution list with an average total of 500 recipients. This equals 125.000 pages/hour. Limiting factor is
therefore not TC/RESOLVE but number of available fax lines.

Note actual performance values will become available after development of first alpha and might differ
from above estimation.

Notes
The ID’s of the distribution lists for a job are written in the TS_CORREL_1 field of the job overview
message. This data can be used by clients to display to which lists a job was sent.
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Special Registry Keys for TCRESMF
Below HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCRESMF

Registry key Type Default Description

General\SendDelay DWORD 180 default send delay in seconds

General\MaxDelayRes DWORD 1 If current time (h) – intended send time (h) >
MaxDelayRes, then job is sent on next day

General\
CopyOriginalSendOptionsMask

DWORD 0 Bit field which defines which fields will be copied from
original message to job request
Bit 0: Priority
Bit 1: Latest delivery
Bit 2: Cost center
Bit 3: Termination flags

General\
TerminateOriginalMessage

DWORD 0 If 1 then original job request message will be terminated
after job creation

General\Coversheet DWORD 0 0: take job cover sheet from default template
1: take job cover sheet from job request

General\
MustSupplyPinToBroadcast

DWORD 0 Whether a PIN must be supplied in Broadcast Request
message.
0… User need not supply PIN.
1… If a user’s PIN is not empty, then the user must
supply a PIN.
2… User must always supply PIN, a user’s PIN cannot
be empty

ServerX\RerouteFallback SZ tells TCRESMF which INTERCEPT queue shall be used
if user profile not found (see section Originator Lookup)

Below HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCINST

Registry key Type Default Description

ConnectionString SZ defines connection to routing database

CacheDirectory SZ local cache directory for routing database

TCOCRMF (OCR Mode)
TCOCRMF handles job requests received via fax that need to be pre-processed by an OCR program.
TCOSS is configured to route all faxes without DTMF commands to the OCRMF queue. TCOCRMF polls
this queue and scans the message for special Message Broadcasting covers holding the distribution list
numbers and other send options. This check is done by forwarding the page to an OCR application.

A single incoming fax may contain 1 or more job requests. In case of several job requests within a single
fax, every single job request must consist of 1 cover page, followed by the number of pages specified on
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the cover sheet. If the incoming fax contains only 1 job request, the (single) cover sheet may be at the
start or at the end of the fax.

If a cover was found, TCOCRMF sets the destination address accordingly and removes the cover page
from the message. The message is then forwarded to the RESOLVE queue. In case of several job
requests within a single fax, several messages are forwarded to the RESOLVE queue.

Queues
• OCRMF (Read)
• RESOLVE (Write)
• INTERCEPT (Write)

The application polls messages from the OCRMF queue. TCOCRMF uses an OCR server to scan the
message content for addressing information. The modified job requests (with additional addressing
information, without cover sheet) are posted to the RESOLVE queue.

If no cover sheet information can be retrieved or an error is encountered, the message is forwarded to the
INTERCEPT queue instead.

Address Recognition via OCR
An incoming fax without additional DTMF information may hold a cover sheet that specifies the sender’s
user id, the distribution lists for the job and the requested send time.

TCOCRMF uses a third party OCR application to check if the first page or the last page of the fax holds
the cover sheet. For this purpose, the page is converted to TCI format and the resulting TCI file is copied
to a shared directory monitored by the OCR application.

The OCR application stores the detection results in an MS Access database. The database location is
configurable in Setup. The table holding the results is called TCFaxFormOut. TCOCRMF evaluates the
following columns in table TCFaxFormOut:

Name Data Type Description

OCRDone Bit set to 1 when OCR validation finished

ValidData Bit 1 if success, 0 if failure

Form_Id Text OCR Form ID (supported: 34272 and 61359)

Pages Text Number of pages following the cover sheet

Check_Pages Text Only evaluated for form ID 34272, holds priority

FileName Text Base name of input file, including instance character, e.g. “A_000000”

Delay_Time Text send delay (optional), syntax = 1HH, e.g. “119” for 19:00

Lists Text DL numbers, separated by space characters, e.g. “0 3 5”

Check_Lists Text Form 61359 only: Must contain same information as Lists.

Check_Bar Text holds information about cover sheet index, maximum number of DLs in cover sheet, user
id, checksum

Any additional fields that TCFaxFormOut may contain are not evaluated by TCOCRMF.
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TCOCRMF checks the database table until the page was scanned or a timeout has occurred. If a valid
cover sheet was detected, the information is converted to an addressing string in the format defined for
DTMF addressing.

If OCR detection was not successful, the addressing string is empty.

No lookup in the TCOSS user profiles is done (this will be done later by TCRESMF).

Message Posting
Depending on the result of the OCR detection, the fax is forwarded either to the RESOLVE queue or to the
INTERCEPT queue. The original fax message is set to status AT NEXT NODE.

Message Broadcasting Cover Detected: Forward to RESOLVE Queue
TCOCRMF creates a copy of the original fax message (or part of it, if multiple job requests in 1 fax). The
page that was recognized as a cover sheet is removed and the page count is corrected. The destination
address is changed to the RESOLVE queue name, plus any addressing string built during cover sheet
evaluation.

The recipient of this new message contains the original job request’s message id in TS_CORREL_1 and
TS_CORREL_2.

No Cover detected: Forward to INTERCEPT Queue
TCOCRMF creates a copy of the original fax message and forwards it to the INTERCEPT queue. The
recipient of this new message contains the original job request’s message id in TS_CORREL_1 and
TS_CORREL_2. The originator of this message is the NOTIF queue user.

Error Handling: Forward to INTERCEPT Queue
If TCOCRMF encounters an error, it sends a copy of the message to the INTERCEPT queue. The
recipient of this new message contains the original job request’s message id in TS_CORREL_1 and
TS_CORREL_2. The originator of this message is the NOTIF queue user.

Finding the “suspect duplicate sending” flag set (application stopped during message processing) is also
treated like an error.

Scalability
Several instances of TCOCRMF can use the same monitored directory and detection result table. For
better throughput, it is also possible to use several OCR workstations (with monitored directory and table).

If several TCOCRMF workstations share the same monitored directory, they must be separated by using
different instance numbers.

Prerequisites
ADO 2.5 must be installed.
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OCR Software
OCR recognition is done by a TeleForm server. A special preprocessing module TCFaxForm developed
by Kofax handles communication with the TeleForm server.

OCR Recognition Error Notification Message
When TCOCRMF cannot properly interpret the OCR cover sheet of a job submitted by fax, a new
notification message will be created, addressed to the FAX number of the job sender, and sent. The
message to be sent will be created based on a template message with name “MFOCRERR01”.

Example if the notification message:
From: MULTIFAX
To: $NotifAttn$,$NotifSvc$,$NotifNumber$
==================== MULTIFAX JOB ERROR ======================
File ID: $FileId$
Pages: $Pages$
Job cancelled at: $ErrDate$
Error Reason: $ErrReason$

Table with possible error reasons:

Error Error Reason on FAX notification

Empty cover ( with or without add. pages) Cover page contains invalid data

Cover with wrong checksum Cover page contains invalid data

Number of pages wrong Incorrect number of pages

1 page, no cover There is no cover sheet or cover sheet is invalid

2 page, no cover Cover page contains invalid data

Note Error reasons are described in TCOCRXX.LNG language file. (XX is language code). The
language is taken from the OCRMF user.

Special Registry Keys for OCRMF Mode
Registry key Type Default Description

General\FaxDir SZ monitored directory (contains TCI and TIFF
files)

General\FaxFormat DWORD 0xFF 0xFF: intermediate TCI file is created

General\TempDir SZ directory for temp files

General\ResultDatabase SZ Path name of access file holding conversion
results.

General\ResultTable SZ TCFaxFormOut Table holding conversion results

General\Instance SZ A Instance name (every workstation needs a
unique instance name)

General\OcrTimeOut DWORD 60 OCR conversion timeout per page, in seconds
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Registry key Type Default Description

General\SendOcrErrNotification DWORD 0 OCR recognition error notification
0 … the notification will not be created
1 … the notification will be created

General\
SendOcrErrNotificationForServices

STRING FAX Name of the service or services delimited by
“,”. The error notification will be created for
messages, which contain one of these services
in originator field

General\
SendOcrErrNotificationService

STRING FAX Service name which will be used for sending
of the error notification message. This
service must have address type equal to
SET_FAX_ADDRESS

TCNOTIF (Notify Mode)
TCNOTIF creates job start, job end and job error reports. Additionally, TCNOTIF is responsible for job
retries.

Queues
• NOTIF (Read)
• INTERCEPT (Write)

The application polls event messages from the NOTIF queue, builds the notifications and sends them to
the event destination address configured in the Message Broadcasting user profile.

When handling a job end event, TCNOTIF checks if job retries are needed: If any send orders could not
be delivered, a new job retry request is created and sent to the INTERCEPT queue.

Notifications (= Reports)
For every job, the KCS system can send job start notifications, job error notifications and job end reports.

Notifications are built from notification templates stored on the TCOSS server. A notification template is a
message that contains placeholders for the notification data in its message text. Additionally, the message
can contain other components (cover sheet, etc.).

The job resend template (described in a later chapter) also follows this mechanism.

When creating a notification, TCNOTIF looks for a template in the message store of the Message
Broadcasting user, or (as a fallback) in the NOTIF user’s message store. There may be several language
versions of the templates available. TC/NOTIF uses the language version matching the user’s language. If
there is no template available for this language, the English template is used.

TC/NOTIF then replaces the placeholders in the template text with information from the current job. The
originator of the notification is set to the name of the user itself. The recipient address is set as configured
in the user profile. All other template components (except send options) are included in the resulting
notification.
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Notification template names:

Start notification MFSTARTxx

End notification MFENDxx

Error notification MFERRORxx

Job resend template MFOPERRxx

Characters xx can be 01, 02, etc for different language versions.

Placeholders:

Placeholders for general notification information start and end with $, e.g. $JobId$.

In end notification and job resend templates, 2 additional placeholders for lists are available:

$Success< > produces a list of all successful send orders

$Failure< > produces a list of all failed send orders

A line can contain only 1 list, and no normal variables outside the list.

See below for lists of placeholders for the different notification types.

Templates installed by Setup

Setup installs default notification templates with English text in the message folder of the NOTIF user.

Other configuration possibilities

The following items can be configured in the user profile:
• Destination addresses for all notification types.
• Creation of an error notification.
• Forwarding of failed job requests to an operator.
• Suppression of details for success or error in end notifications (details are only available if they are part

of the template).

Start Notifications
Start notifications tell the user that the job information has been successfully resolved and that send
orders have been created for every recipient in the distribution lists. The start notification tells nothing
about the validity of single recipients in the distribution lists. It contains a summary of the job e.g. number
of recipients, distribution lists, etc.

The destination address for the start notification is configured in the user profile.

Available placeholders for start notifications:

Placeholder Description

$NotifAttn$ Attention field for notification

$NotifSvc$ Service field for notification
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Placeholder Description

$NotifNumber$ Number field for notification

$JobId$ Job ID

$Pages$ Number of pages in the job request

$Subject$ Subject of job message

$StartDate$ Job start date and time

$SendOrders$ Number of send orders for this job

$Dls$ Distribution lists (separated by *) (The address book of the distribution list can also be displayed:
configurable via registry key “General\LogSections”)

Example (with default start notification template):

Template:
From: MULTIFAX
To: $NotifAttn$,$NotifSvc$,$NotifNumber$
==================== MULTIFAX JOB STARTED ======================
Job ID: $JobId$
Job Start: $StartDate$
Job Subject: $Subject$
Pages: $Pages$
Distribution Lists: $Dls$
Send Orders: $SendOrders$

Resulting message:
From: MULTIFAX
To: FS,TOPCALL,FS
==================== MULTIFAX JOB STARTED ======================
Job ID: 00075799797
Job Start: 020108:131854
Subject: October Announcements
Pages: 2
Distribution Lists: 0000
Send Orders: 6

Error Notifications
Error notifications tell the user, that the job request could not be processed. Depending on user profile
settings, the job may be additionally forwarded to an operator (Intercept workplace). This information
is also reflected in the notification (“No send orders are created” or “The job will be processed by an
operator”.

Error reasons may be wrong distribution list numbers, errors accessing the TCOSS server, error creating
a temporary distribution list, empty distribution lists etc.

According to the definition of the user account, the notification is sent to a fax address, email address or a
mail address in a remote mail system that is connected to TCOSS via TCLINK.

Available placeholders for error notifications:

Placeholder Description

$NotifAttn$ Attention field for notification
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Placeholder Description

$NotifSvc$ Service field for notification

$NotifNumber$ Number field for notification

$JobId$ Job ID

$Pages$ Number of pages in the job request

$ErrDate$ Date and time of error

$JobOriginator$ Normalized originator address of job request

$ErrReason$ Error reason

$JobOperator$ Information if job is forwarded to an operator (see above)

Example (with default error notification template):

Template:
From: SONERA MULTIFAX
To: $NotifAttn$,$NotifSvc$,$NotifNumber$
==================== MULTIFAX JOB ERROR ======================
Job ID: $JobId$
Pages: $Pages$
Job cancelled at: $ErrDate$
Error Reason: $ErrReason$
Job Address Line: $JobAddress$
$JobOperator$

Resulting message:
From: SONERA MULTIFAX
To: FS,TOPCALL,FS
==================== MULTIFAX JOB ERROR ======================
Job ID: -----
Pages: 1
Job cancelled at: 020104:104937
Error Reason: invalid distribution list(s) specified
Job Address Line: :11111*0010
The message will be forwarded to an operator

End Notifications
An end report is sent to the user when all messages of a job are either positively or negatively terminated,
i.e. no more send attempts will be made for this job. The end report contains at least the job summary
including the number of successful and failed messages. Depending on the template and the required
detail level as specified in the user profile, a detailed list of succeeded and failed destination addresses
can be included.

Available placeholders for end notifications:

Placeholder Description

$NotifAttn$ Attention field for notification

$NotifSvc$ Service field for notification

$NotifNumber$ Number field for notification
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Placeholder Description

$JobId$ Job ID

$Subject$ Subject of job message

$Pages$ Number of pages in the job request

$StartDate$ Job start date and time

$EndDate$ Job end date and time

$SendOrders$ Number of send orders for this job

$SendOrdersError$ Number of failed send orders

$SendOrdersSuccess$ Number of successful send orders

$Dls$ Distribution lists (separated by *)
(The address book of the distribution list can also be displayed: configurable via registry key
“General\LogSections”)

$Success<> List of successful send orders, see below
May be suppressed by user profile configuration.

$Failure<> List of failed send orders, see below
May be suppressed by user profile configuration.

Available placeholders in list $Success<>:

Placeholder Description

$Name$ Attention

$Service$ Service

$Number$ Number

$List$ Distribution list from which this recipient was taken

$SendTime$ Send time

$PagesSent$ Number of fax pages sent for this send order “-” if no fax send order

$PagesSentTotal$ Total number of fax pages sent for this send order “-” if no fax send order

Available placeholders in list $Failure<>:

Placeholder Description

$Name$ Attention

$Service$ Service

$Number$ Number

$List$ Distribution list from which this recipient was taken

$TimeAction$ Time of last send attempt

$MdaNote$ Last MDA note

$MdaAction$ Last MDA action

$C$ Replaced by CANCELLED if cancelled by an operator
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Placeholder Description

$PagesSent$ Number of fax pages sent for this send order “-” if no fax send order

$PagesSentTotal$ Total number of fax pages sent for this send order “-” if no fax send order

Example (with default end notification template):

Template:
From: SONERA MULTIFAX
To: $NotifAttn$,$NotifSvc$,$NotifNumber$
==================== MULTIFAX JOB ENDED ======================
Job ID: $JobId$
Job Start: $StartDate$
Job End: $EndDate$
Job Subject: $Subject$
Pages: $Pages$
Distribution Lists: $Dls$
Send Orders Total: $SendOrders$
Send Orders Success: $SendOrdersSuccess$
“2Send Orders Error: $SendOrdersError$

Resulting message:
From: SONERA MULTIFAX
To: FS,TOPCALL,FS
==================== MULTIFAX JOB ENDED ======================
Job ID: 00075799797
Job Start: 020108:131854
Job End: 020108:132901
Subject: October Announcements
Pages: 2
Distribution Lists: 0000
Send Orders Total: 6
Send Orders Success: 0
Send Orders Error: 6

Example for list of successful send orders:

Template text:
Details for successful send orders:
Name,Service,Number,Time,DL ID
$Success<$Name$,$Service$,$Number$,$SendTime$,$List$>

Resulting message text:
Details for successful send orders:
Name,Service,Number,Time,DL ID
friend2,SMTP,friend2@kofax.com,020108:131858,0000

Example for list of failed send orders:

Template text:
Details for failed send orders:
Name,Service,Number,Time,Error Description,Error Code,DL ID,Cancelled
$Failure<$Name$,$Service$,$Number$,$TimeAction$,$MdaNote$,$MdaAction$,$List$,$C$>

Resulting message text:
Details for failed send orders:
Name,Service,Number,Time,Error Description,Error Code,DL ID,Cancelled
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Fax Nummer 3,FAX,3333,020108:132855,ISDN Info 28,SO,0000
fax1,FAX,111,020108:132855,ISDN Info 28,SO,0000
fax2,FAX,2222,020108:132855,ISDN Info 1,SO,0000
fax4,FAX,444-444,020108:132855,ISDN Info 28,SO,0000
friend1,SMTP,friend1@topcall.co.at,020108:131858,Cannot access domain top,LV,0000
invalid,TOPCALL,+INVALID,020108:131855,invalid recipient,SI,0000

Logging Jobs to Short Term Archive
TCNOTIF writes log information to the TCOSS short term archive at every JOB Start event. Information is
stored in the following format:

To store the job id:
SET_ENTRY_ARCHIVE
 INT_MSG_TYPE LOG_ENTRY
 UN_CONTENT/SET_ATTRIBUTE 
 UN_NAME JOB_LOG_ID
 UN_VALUE/L_ATTRIBUTES 
  SET_ATTRIBUTE
   UN_NAME JOB_ID
   UN_VALUE 00000257309:0003ED1E11DCC46A

To store a distribution list for a job:
SET_ENTRY_ARCHIVE
 INT_MSG_TYPE LOG_ENTRY
 UN_CONTENT/SET_ATTRIBUTE 
 UN_NAME JOB_LOG_DL
 UN_VALUE/L_ATTRIBUTES 
  SET_ATTRIBUTE
   UN_NAME 00000257309:0003ED1E11DCC46A
   UN_VALUE 0003

To store the originator of a job:
SET_ENTRY_ARCHIVE
 INT_MSG_TYPE LOG_ENTRY
 UN_CONTENT/SET_ATTRIBUTE 
 UN_NAME JOB_LOG_US
 UN_VALUE/L_ATTRIBUTES 
  SET_ATTRIBUTE
   UN_NAME 00000257309:0003ED1E11DCC46A
   UN_VALUE 61359

So there are 3 types of information stored about a job:
• JOB_LOG_ID combination of filename (= job id) and TCOSS message id
• JOB_LOG_DL 1 or more entries, each holds 1 distribution list id. If the distribution list is submitted as a

file attachment, a JOB_LOG_DL entry with id ‘(None)’ is written.
• JOB_LOG_US user id of originator

This information can be fetched by TCREPORT and can be used for the report types TCJOB and TCDL.

Resending of Failed Jobs
TCOSS has a retry handling for individual send orders. Number and timing of send retries depend on
channel configuration and on the error reason. If the maximum number of retries has been done and there
is still no success, TCOSS terminates the send order.
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When all send orders of a job have been terminated, the system creates a “Job End” event. This event is
used to create the job end notification. Additionally, if this is configured in the user profile, the failed (but
not cancelled) send orders are collected into a new job request.

All failed recipients are combined into a single temporary distribution list. Instead of starting the new
job automatically, the system sends a job request to the INTERCEPT queue. The operator can decide
whether the job shall be started or not.

The job request contains a text block explaining the error reasons and the actions that the operator is
supposed to take. This text block must be removed before forwarding the job request to the Resolve
queue. The layout of the text block is configurable. In fact, the text and the message subject are taken
from the MFOPERRxx template stored in the message folder of the NOTIF user.

If the operator forwards the job request to the RESOLVE queue, the new job will be started, and the
temporary distribution list will be deleted in the job end event.

If the operator cancels the new job request, the temporary distribution list is deleted immediately.

Note It may happen that there is not enough space in the TCOSS address book for the new distribution
list, especially if the original job request specified the recipients in an attached CSV file.

In this case, TCNOTIF.DLL writes a warning to the application event log: “No send retry possible. Not
enough space for temporary distribution list on server <server name>“.

If error notifications are configured in the job originator’s user profile, an error notification is sent. The
variable $ErrReason$ from the error notification template is replaced with the string “No send retry
possible. Not enough space for temporary distribution list”.

Possible placeholders in the MFOPERRxx template:

List $Failure<> with all available fields (see description of end notification).

Example:
This text block contains information for the INTERCEPT operator.
Please remove it before sending the job request.
Details for failed send orders:
Name,Service,Number,Time,Error Description,Errorcode,DL ID,Cancelled
Fax Nummer 3,FAX,3333,020108:132855,ISDN Info 28,SO,0000,
fax1,FAX,111,020108:132855,ISDN Info 28,SO,0000,         
fax2,FAX,2222,020108:132855,ISDN Info 1,SO,0000,         
fax4,FAX,444-444,020108:132855,ISDN Info 28,SO,0000,         
friend1,SMTP,friend1@topcall.co.at,020108:131858,Cannot access domain top,LV,0000,
invalid,TOPCALL,+INVALID,020108:131855,invalid recipient,SI,0000,
After correcting, the message should be sent to:
FREE,RESOLVE:<userid>*<DL id>

Cleanup
TCNOTIF is also responsible for deleting temporary distribution lists and for terminating the original job
request. This is done when the corresponding job is ended, or when the job request is cancelled or runs
into an error (if intercept handling disabled).
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Supporting Additional Languages
For reports in a new language, the following changes are needed:
• Create a new set of notification templates in the message folder of the NOTIF user (or in the end-user’s

message folder).
E.g. for German (language code 02):
MFEND02
MFERROR02

MFSTART02
• Create the following files in directory C:\TOPCALL\SHARED on the TCNOTIF workstation:

E.g. for German (language code 02):

TC02.ERR (German version of TC01.ERR)
TCNOTIF02.LNG (German version of TCNOTIF02.LNG)

Special Registry Keys for NOTIF
Registry key Type Default Description

General\LogSections DWORD 0 Controls the display of the distribution list ID in reports and in the
header of job start and job end notifications.
0.. Display only the distribution list ID.
1…Display the full distribution list IDs, with syntax listID/
addressbookID .

TCROUTE (Routing Mode)
In a standard message broadcasting environment, the main task of TCROUTE is to maintain a routing
database where the correlation between user IDs and TCOSS instances is stored. This database is
needed by TCRESMF (for forwarding job requests to remote TCOSS instances) and by TC/WEB (for
logging in to the correct TCOSS instance).

Additionally, TCROUTE can be used to route email messages from a central instance of TC/LINK-
SM to other instances. For this purpose, a separate table in the routing database is used. This second
functionality of TCROUTE is independent from the message broadcasting architecture; it can be used for
any TC/LINK-SM installation.

Layout of the Routing Database
The routing information is stored in a database. The database type and location can be changed, by
default, this is a simple MS Access database file stored somewhere in the network.

All applications using the database use ADO and read the ADO connection string from registry key HKLM
\Software\TOPCALL\TCINST\ConnectionString.
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The server application TCROUTE can be used to fill the database table Users and Servers with
information about all Message Broadcasting or FaxPlus enabled users.

A third table (Domains) must be maintained manually, e.g. via MS Access.

Table “Users”

Field Name Description Format Indexed Allow zero length Required

ID unique number AutoNumber 
(long integer)

YES (no duplicates) NO YES

User KCS User ID Text (128) YES (allow duplicates) NO YES

Customer KCS Group Text (128) YES (allow duplicates) NO YES

Path TCOSS Path Text (128) NO NO YES

Table “Servers”

Field Name Description Format Indexed Allow zero
length

Required

ID unique number AutoNumber 
(long integer)

YES (no duplicates) NO YES

Path TCOSS Path Text (128) YES (no duplicates) NO YES

Name TCOSS Name Text (128) NO NO YES

UserId Administrative User ID Text (128) NO NO YES

Password encrypted password Text (128) NO YES NO

QueueR Resolve queue Text (128) NO YES NO

QueueN Notif queue Text (128) NO YES NO

ArchiveName
(used by TCWEB)

Archive Name Text (128) NO YES NO

ArchivePath
(used by TCWEB)

Archive Path Text (128) NO YES NO

Table “Domains”

Field Name Description Format Indexed Allow zero length Required

ID unique number AutoNumber 
(long integer)

YES 
(no duplicates)

NO YES

Domain Customer domain Text (255) YES 
(no duplicates)

NO YES

LinkDomain TC/LINK-SM domain Text (255) NO NO YES

Path TCOSS Path Text (128) NO NO NO

Maintaining the Routing Database
TCROUTE can perform scheduled updates of the routing database tables Users and Servers (used by
TCRESMF and TC/WEB-MF).
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Note The domain mapping information needed for TC/LINK-SM routing (table Domains) must be
entered manually into the database, e.g. via MS Access.

Details
If configured for automatic database update, TCROUTE periodically scans all TCOSS instances
configured below its registry key for Message Broadcasting and FaxPlus users. It stores the login
parameters for the TCOSS instances in the table Servers. For every user, 1 record is created in the table
Users, holding the user id, group and TCOSS path for this user. All obsolete table entries are deleted.

The registry key Enabled below the TCOSS instance applies only to the TC/LINK-SM routing functionality.
A separate registry key DBUpdateEnabled can be used to selectively turn off database update for certain
TCOSS instances.

Note If you use TCROUTE only for automatic database update, set registry key Enabled to 2.
Reason: TCRESOLVE.EXE terminates if all servers have Enabled = 0.

Update Modes
Database update can be scheduled to run daily at a certain time, or at shorter intervals (minimum: 1
minute).

Additionally, you can trigger an immediate database update.

Configuration
During Setup, you can select whether database update shall be enabled, and choose an update mode
(daily, custom intervals, only on request).

For daily update, you are prompted to enter the time of day when update shall take place.

For custom intervals, Setup asks for the interval (in minutes).

Configure all TCOSS instances and enable database update for them.

When installing TCROUTE for the first time, Setup creates a simple MS Access database file (C:
\TOPCALL\SHARED\LOOKUP\LOOKUP.MDB) on the local computer and configures the connection
string to use this database for routing. You can either use this database (and share the directory for other
processes that use the database) or create the tables manually in an SQL Server database. If you do not
use LOOKUP.MDB, please use a registry editor to specify the correct ADO connection string (including
provider, database name, userid, password etc) for accessing the database.

When creating the database tables manually, make sure that the table names and column names are
identical and that the size of the text fields is big enough.

The TCOSS account used for login to the individual instances must have the right to read the system
address book.
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User Profiles
TCROUTE can add some user profiles to the database:
• Message Broadcasting users
• FaxPlus users
• TC/Web administrators (users with the TCfW right “Administer Users” set to “Group Users” or “All

Users”)

No additional configuration is needed for the Message Broadcasting users. However, FaxPlus user
profiles must be saved once with TCfW version 5.05.00 or above before they are recognized by
TCROUTE.

For FaxPlus users created by Dirsync: save the dirsync template with TCfW version 5.05.00 or above and
then run a full dirsync.

Routing Emails Between Instances of TC/LINK-SM
Application Service Providers (ASPs) typically have several TCOSS instances, where each instance
is dedicated to a single customer. To offer their customers email access to KCS, they normally need a
separate DNS domain for every TCOSS instance. Otherwise, emails arrive at the wrong instance of TC/
LINK-SM and are sent to the wrong TCOSS instance.

The TCROUTE application offers the possibility to have only one DNS domain visible from the outside,
and to route all incoming emails to the TCOSS instance they belong to.

Queues
• ROUTE (Read)

The TCROUTE application polls messages from the ROUTE queue, looks up a destination domain in the
routing database and forwards the message (via service SMTP) to the destination domain.

System Overview
A central instance of TC/LINK-SM services the main ASP domain. This link uses a custom map file that
directs incoming emails to a local queue (ROUTE). The central link instance is connected to a TCOSS
instance without CStream / FaxPlus users (there may be Message Broadcasting users, though).

The ROUTE queue is polled by the TCROUTE application. TCROUTE changes the destination domain
for the emails, so that they are routed to other instances of TC/LINK-SM. Each of these instances uses a
different TCOSS instance and a different DNS domain (only visible inside the ASPs network). These link
instances do the real work and finally send the message to its destination.

TCROUTE uses the originator address of an email message to decide to which link instance (i.e. to which
domain) the message must be routed. It consults a centralized database to look up the originator domain
and find a matching link domain. For example, all messages sent from domain “company1.com” will be
sent to subdomain “link1.sonera.com”.

Note The domains of the worker instances need not be subdomains of the central domain.
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If no matching link domain can be found, the original message is terminated negatively and the originator
will receive a non-delivery notification (if requested).

If TCROUTE could find a matching link domain, it creates a copy of the message, changes the recipient
domain, sets the recipient service to “SMTP” and posts the new message to TCOSS. Thus, the main TC/
LINK-SM will pick up the message and send it to the correct TC/LINK-SM instance.

After successfully posting the new message, the original message is terminated positively, but the delivery
notification will be disabled (there will be a delivery notification at the final delivery).

Considerations for TC/Web: 
When TC/Web sends a message, it tries to find the correct originator domain in the database. For this
purpose, the column Path in the Domains table must be correctly configured, i.e. it must hold the same
value as the Path column in the corresponding Servers table entry.

Example:
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Note
• The main TC/LINK-SM instance and its TCOSS instance are only used for routing. Only Message

Broadcasting users are allowed on this TCOSS instance.
• This means: You need 1 link instance per TCOSS instance, plus 1 main link instance that does the

routing.
• Intermediate messages are necessary. These messages are not billed to the customer, as they use

the guest user cost center.
• In the main TC/LINK-SM instance, a link exit DLL suppresses immediate delivery notifications (when

the message is forwarded to the worker instance of TC/LINK-SM).
• It is possible to run all instances of TC/LINK-SM on the same machine (with 1 LAN card, using

different IP addresses).
• Job requests are not handled via this mechanism. They are delivered directly to the local RESOLVE

queue, and TCRESMF uses the TCROUTE database for user lookup. As a side-effect, the
information about the originator domain is not used for routing, and the job will be rejected if the user
ID of the originator is duplicate in the database (e.g. when sending as the helpdesk user).
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Special Registry Keys for TCROUTE
Below HKLM\Software\Topcall\TCROUTE:

Registry key Type Default Description

General\DBUpdateMode DWORD 3 database update mode:
0 = update never
1 = update daily
2 = update at custom intervals
3 = update manually (via DBUpdateNow)

General\DBUpdateTime SZ 000000 mode 1 only:
time of day (hhmmss) for daily update

General\DBUpdateInterval DWORD 60 mode 2 only:
custom update interval (minutes)

General\DBUpdateNow DWORD 0 modes 1,2,3: 
If set to 1, an immediate update is done (no
restart needed)

General\DBUpdateLast SZ 00000000:000000 Used internally.
Holds date and time of last database update
(YYYYMMDD:hhmmss)

ServerX\DBUpdateEnabled DWORD 1 Enable flag for database update,
1=include this server in routing database
0=don’t include server in database

ServerX\Enabled DWORD 1 Enable flag for TC/LINK-SM routing, 
1=poll server, all other values = don’t poll.

ServerX\ArchiveName SZ Archive server name (database update mode,
needed by TCWEB)

ServerX\ArchivePath SZ Archive server path (database update mode,
needed by TCWEB)

Below HKLM\Software\Topcall\TCINST:

Registry key Type Default Description

ConnectionString SZ connection string for database access

CacheDirectory SZ directory for cache files
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Chapter 4

Prerequisites

Windows Server 2008 – 2012

The TCOSS server version must be 7.47.07 or higher.

The TCSI32.dll version must be 2.44.00 or higher

For OCR recognition, the Teleform Reader and the KCS preprocessor application TCFaxForm must be
installed somewhere in the network. The input directory and the database directory must be shared and
accessible for TCOCRMF.

The routing database must be accessible for TCRESMF and TCROUTE.

The software can be installed on the TCOSS server, Link server, Voice server or any other PC in the
network.
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Chapter 5

Installation

This section describes the installation of TC/Broadcast.

KCS Setup
The message broadcasting server modules are installed via an application group “TC/Broadcast” in KCS
setup.

This application group holds the items TCRESMF, TCOCRMF, TCNOTIF and TCROUTE.
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The setup screens for these modules are very similar. Every item must be configured separately as
follows.

General configuration:

PC Codepage: active codepage on the used computer

Poll cycle (seconds): poll interval if no message was found

Transport: the same TCTI transport (RPC or Native) is used for all servers polled by this instance.

Configure KCS server: TCRESOLVE.EXE can poll more than 1 TCOSS instance. You can choose
which instance (Server1 to Server9) you want to configure during this setup. Unfortunately, you can
only configure a single instance during one run of setup; and in each setup run you are asked for
general configuration settings, too.

KCS Configuration:
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KCS: Name of the TCOSS instance. For ASP systems, please use a unique name, e.g.
TOPCALL1:TCOSS01 to TOPCALL1:TCOSS0X.

TCOSS Path: Path of the TCOSS instance. For ASP systems, the path must include the logical TCOSS
name or port number. For Tandem systems, add the path of the secondary master after a “|” character.

Example for an ASP instance using a TANDEM system:
“TCP/IP,SOPRIM:TCOSS01|TCP/IP,SOSEC:TCOSS01”

TCOSS User: User ID for process logon. Must be able to read all message stores, address books, user
profiles. If default KCS objects shall be created, this user must also have permissions to write all message
stores, address books, user profiles and services.

TCOSS Password: Enter the password of this TCOSS user. The password is stored encrypted. Do not
forget to enter the password when running Setup the first time. Later on, you can leave the password
unchanged.

Enabled: Used to enable or disable polling of this TCOSS instance.

TCOSS Codepage: Enter the code page used by TCOSS.

Create default queues, services and templates: If selected, TCRESOLVE.EXE creates the queues
INTERCEPT, RESOLVE, NOTIF, OCRMF and ROUTE, the services RES, OCR and RESOLVE, and the
default English notification and resend templates. Existing objects are not overwritten.

Note For TCROUTE, the list box Enabled is labeled SMTP Routing Enabled, and there are additional
items:
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Archive Server: Archive server name (if TC/ARCHIVE is installed for this TCOSS instance). This
information is written to the routing database and is evaluated by TC/WEB.

Archive Server Path: Path of the archive server. This information is written to the routing database and is
evaluated by TC/WEB.

SMTP Routing Enabled: choose YES if TC/ROUTE shall poll the ROUTE queue of this server.

Update Routing Database: choose YES if TC/ROUTE shall write information about this TCOSS server to
the routing database

Installation of ADO 2.5:

Setup tries to install ADO 2.5. If this software or a later release of it is already installed, Setup shows a
warning message box. Despite of the message box title “Fatal Setup Error” everything is okay and you
can simply continue with Setup.

NT User (for TCOCRMF, TCRESMF, TCROUTE):
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For TCOCRMF it is necessary to log on with an account that has access to the OCR transfer directory

TCRESMF and TCROUTE must use an account that has access to the routing database.

Other OCRMF Settings:

Instance: If you use several computers sharing the same OCR transfer directory, every computer must
have a unique instance (1 or 2 characters).

Directory for temporary files: This directory is used for temp files created by TCOCRMF

Input directory for OCR software: The Windows user specified before must have access to this
directory.

Table with OCR results: Reserved for future use. Normally, you need not change this value.

Database with OCR results: Enter the UNC name of the MS access file. The Windows user specified
before must have access to this directory.
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OCR recognition timeout: Enter the maximum wait time for OCR results, in seconds. If OCR detection
takes longer, the job request is forwarded to the INTERCEPT queue.

TCRESMF Send Delay:

Send Delay (sec): This is the send delay for new jobs. The higher this value is, the longer it is possible to
cancel the job before it really has started.

TCROUTE Database Update Settings:

Update Routing Table: Here you can select the time schedule for routing table updates, or disable the
update completely. Possible values:
• Never
• Daily
• Custom intervals
• On request (update must be triggered via setting registry key DBUpdateNow.

Update Time hhmmss (if daily): Specify the time of date for a daily update.

Update Interval min (if custom): Specify the update interval in minutes for a custom update.
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Required TCOSS Configuration
This section describes the TCOSS configuration required for TC/Broadcast.

Fax Channel Configuration
For job requests via fax (DTMF or cover sheet), the TCOSS configuration must be changed manually. This
section describes the changes needed for a simple installation on an ASP system and on a single TCOSS
system. In this scenario, 1 dedicated fax line is used for all incoming job requests.

Of course, other scenarios are possible, and the configuration described here is not the only one that
works.

TCOSS Changes for ASP Systems
The following changes must be done on the media server holding the fax line that shall be used for
Message Broadcasting job requests:

User profiles RES and OCR

Create user profiles RES and OCR. Like the FXI user, these users only must exist, they need no
addresses, rights etc.

Services RES and OCR

Create the services RES and OCR as follows:

Name Prefix Document Type Address Type

RES RES: RTI Fax

OCR OCR: RTI Fax

Fax channel configuration:

Config line, position Value Description

235, pos 1..4 OCR$ all faxes without DTMF are sent to service OCR

238, pos 1..4 RES$ all faxes with DTMF are sent to service RES

239 :64 maximum number of DTMF digits: 100 decimal

rr99 (only for shared channels):

Add the following lines to section **ROUTE:
OCR:~,OCR:CustomerId
RES:~,RES:CustomerId

In this example, CustomerId means a customer ID defined in the registry value “CustomerId” of a TCOSS
instance on the storage server.
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If the naming scheme for user ids allows separating users from different TCOSS instances (e.g. TCOSS01
holds users starting with “1”, etc.), you can route job requests with DTMF input to the appropriate TCOSS
instances, e.g.:
RES:1~,RES:Customer1
RES:2~,RES:Customer2

TCOSS Changes for Single TCOSS Systems
Fax channel configuration:

Config line, position Value Description

235, pos 1..4 OCR$ all faxes without DTMF are sent to service OCR

238, pos 1..4 RES$ all faxes with DTMF are sent to service RES

239 :64 maximum number of DTMF digits: 100 decimal

Optional rr99 configurations:

There are several different ways to configure routing for MultiFax. In the simplest scenario, no extra
configuration is needed at all, e.g. if a dedicated line is used for TC/Broadcast job requests.

The following examples may be helpful to understand the possibilities, but this does not mean that they
are matching all possible configurations.

Sharing a fax line for OCR job requests and incoming faxes

If DID is used, it is possible to use a single fax line for incoming fax traffic to TCOSS users and for
Message Broadcasting job requests with OCR cover sheets. You can separate the DIDs in rr99, e.g. using
only DID “123” for Message Broadcasting job requests:
**ROUTE
OCR:123,OCRMF:
OCR:~,FXI:~
**INBOUND
FXI:~,,
FXI:~,DIST:,

Nevertheless, it is not possible to use this fax line for standard KCS Fax Server commands.

Sharing a fax line for DTMF job requests and incoming faxes

It is also possible to use a single fax line for DTMF job requests and incoming faxes.
For example, if all MultiFax user profiles start with “9” and no users have fax extensions starting with “9”,
you could configure rr99 as follows:
**ROUTE
RESOLVE:9~,RESOLVE:9~
RESOLVE:~,FXI:~
**INBOUND
FXI:~,,
FXI:~,DIST:,
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Message Broadcasting User Profiles
Any user profile meeting the requirements mentioned below can be used for message broadcasting. This
means, that also normal users can use the feature via SMTP or other link types.

DTMF addressing is only available for users with numeric user IDs.

Standard Properties

User ID – User ID specified in job request addressing syntax

Cost center – contains the Billing ID

Unique user IDs:
Several TCOSS instances can host message broadcasting user profiles, but every message broadcasting
user profile must have a unique ID. For these user profiles, the customer ID (stored in the GROUP field) is
identical with the user ID.

Login via TC/WEB:

For maintenance of message broadcasting features, jobs and distribution lists and for job posting, the user
must specify his message broadcasting user ID both as the user ID and as the customer ID.

Events:

The new events Job Start and Job End must be directed to the NOTIF user:
Service = TOPCALL, Number = NOTIF 
It is recommended to configure no other events.
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Default Template

TCRESMF evaluates the following settings from the user’s default message template:
• Cover sheet
• Latest delivery time (specify a relative time value!)
• Fax resolution
• Headerline

Special Message Broadcasting Properties (MultiFax tab in TCFW)

Enable the checkbox “User can send jobs”.

If this user shall receive start, error or end notifications, configure the notification details and addresses.
You can configure up to 9 addresses for every notification type.

You can also enable the resend feature.

Optional: Templates for notifications:

You can install user-specific versions of the templates MFSTARTxx, MFENDxx and MFERRORxx in the
user’s message store. Thus, every user can have customized notifications.

Distribution Lists:

Once the user profile exists, you can add distribution lists.
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Normal User Profiles (Sonera: CStream / FaxPlus)
The customer ID is stored in the GROUP field of the KCS user profiles. This means that there must be a
group user profile if a customer has more than 1 user profile.

In order to be stored in the routing database, these user profiles must be saved once with TCFW version
5.05.00 or above before they are recognized by TCROUTE.

For FaxPlus users created by Dirsync: save the dirsync template with TCfW version 5.05.00 or above and
then run a full dirsync.

Login via TC/WEB:

When a user logs in via TC/WEB-MF, he must specify his TCOSS user ID and password. Additionally, he
specifies a customer ID, which is identical to his TCOSS group ID.

Additional Setup for OCR Software
The forms and utilities for the OCR cover sheet recognition must be installed via a separate Setup
delivered by Kofax.

TC/LINK-SM Configuration for Routing
Main TC/LINK-SM instance
• Install TC/LINK-SM using KCS setup.
• Copy the customized map file SMTP_M.MAP from the SONERA module update to directory C:\TCOSS

\TCLP.
• Copy the file EXITSON.DLL from the SONERA module update to directory C:\TCOSS\TCLP.

It is important that the main TC/LINK-SM instance uses the following configuration settings:

Key Default

General\ExitDll C:\TCOSS\TCLP\EXITSON.DLL

General\MapFile SMTP_M.MAP

General\AltForceBinToTCI 0

General\AltForceImgToTCI 0

General\CompatibilityOldContent 0

General\AltExtSuppressBinary

TCLSM\SMLinkDomain main domain, e.g. sonera.com

TCLSM\SMHostName main domain, e.g. sonera.com

If all instances run on the same workstation, configure the IP address via the Network configuration tool in
Control Panel, and set registry key TCLSM\OwnIPAddress accordingly.
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Use DNS or Hosts file for sending. Additionally, the FREE service must have binary capabilities, and a
service SMTP must exist (as it does usually).

These prerequisites make sure that no document conversion is done for the messages that are routed to
the other link instances. Document conversion is done (if needed) by the other link instances.

Note The custom map file routes only standard emails sent to domain “sonera.com” to the ROUTE
queue. Message broadcasting job requests are delivered to the local RESOLVE queue, because routing
for job requests is done by TCRESMF. Messages to other domains are also delivered as usual.

Other TC/LINK-SM instances

Install TC/LINK-SM using KCS setup, copy the customized map file SMTP_W.MAP from the SONERA
module update to directory C:\TCOSS\TCLP.

A service SMTP must exist.
Set Topcall\SOForceDelNotif to 1 if delivery notifications shall be returned to the originator.

Use a dedicated link domain for every TCOSS instance.

Key Default

General\MapFile SMTP_W.MAP

Topcall\SOForceDelNotif 1

TCLSM\RouteEnable 1

TCLSM\SMLinkDomain main domain, e.g. sonera.com

TCLSM\RouteDomains subdomain name, e.g. link1.sonera.com

TCLSM\SMHostName subdomain name, e.g. link1.sonera.com

If all instances run on the same workstation, configure the IP address via the Network configuration tool in
Control Panel, and set registry key TCLSM\OwnIPAddress accordingly.

Use DNS or Hosts file for sending.

DNS or Hosts File

All instances of TC/LINK-SM must be able to locate the worker domains (via internal DNS or Hosts file).

Special Settings for Large Distribution Lists
If TC/Broadcast shall be able to handle large distribution lists, the following special settings are
recommended:

TCRESMF and TCNOTIF
Only 1 TCOSS instance per process:

Please use a dedicated instance of TCRESMF and TCNOTIF for every TCOSS instance.
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Registry

If the following registry keys exist, they should have the values mentioned in the table (These values are
the maximum possible values. They are also the default values and will be used if the registry keys do not
exist).

Registry key Type Value Description

TCSI\HandleSpace1 DWORD 0x1200 Number of external handles

TCSI\HandleSpace2 DWORD 0x4B00 Number of internal handles

TCSI\ObjSegments DWORD 0x1000 Object memory

TCSI\ObjSegment DWORD 0x40

For TCRESMF, the following keys must be set explicitly.

Registry key Type Value Description

Server1\Timeout DWORD 0x14 Allow 20 minutes for job processing

TCSI\ReceiveTimeout DWORD 0x258 Allow a 10 minutes timeout for job posting

TCOSS
TCOSS system configuration

For large broadcast jobs, you need to adjust
• the maximum number of address book entries (config line 13, pos. 7,8)

(a separate entry is needed for every distribution list member, + 1 for the list itself)
• the maximum number of open send orders (config line 13, pos. 1,2)
• the size of the short term archive (config line 13, pos. 3,4)

The short term archive should be configured big enough to hold at least the send orders of the last 2
days.

Example for a modified config line 13:

Position Value Description

1,2 01 F4 500.000 open send orders

3,4 01 F4 500 MB log file (can hold 1.000.000 send orders)

7,8 01 04 260.000 address book entries

TCOSS must be restarted to make the change effective.

Registry

The optimal size of the database cache would be (Pos 1,2) * 2 + (pos 7,8).
For the above example, this would be 1.260.000 KB RAM. If there is enough physical RAM available, you
can configure the database cache size accordingly.

Using a smaller value for the cache size just makes the system slower.
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You configure the database cache size via registry key HKLM\Software\TOPCALL\TCOSSXX
\Drive0\DataBaseCacheSize.

Example:

Registry key Type Value Description

Drive0\DataBaseCacheSize DWORD 0xC800 Set data base disk cache to 512 MB

Note Make sure that the TCOSS file structure is big enough for the configured values. Use a big TCOSS
instance if large broadcast jobs are needed (e.g. 50 GB).

TCREPORT Fetch Agent
Registry

To enable TCSI stream optimization, create the following registry keys below HKLM\Software\Topcall
\TCReport_Fetch.

Registry key Type Value Description

TCSI\XMode DWORD 0

TCSI\XBlock DWORD 2

TCSI\XLevel DWORD 2

TCSI\XTotal DWORD 2

Fetch Agent Version

The optimization works only with TCREPORT.DLL version 2.03.10 or above.
It is recommended to upgrade TCREPORT via the current KCS Setup (7.55.xx).

KCS Archive
Registry

To improve archive performance, you can configure TCARCH to archive only the first mail entry of a
broadcast job. This is done via registry keys ExcludeX and IncludeX (where X may be a number between
0 and 99) and ApplySelection below HKLM\Software\Topcall\TCARCHXX\SelectiveArchiving.

Registry key Type Value and Description

SelectiveArchiving\ExcludeX MULTI_SZ Add a line INT_OPTIONS & 512, exclude broadcasts

SelectiveArchiving\IncludeX MULTI_SZ Add a line INT_ER_RECIPIENT = 0, include first recipient

SelectiveArchiving\ApplySelection DWORD 1

Example:
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